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Sunday, February 5, 2019 Precious metal price report gold and silver silver started the year at an overbought area in the nxrs gold price
chart and the nxrs silver price chart. On December 31, 2018, the gold and silver spot prices were at $1,230.00 and $26.60, respectively.
On February 5, 2019, the gold price was at $1,278.00 and the silver price was at $27.50. The reported gold and silver prices as of
February 5, 2019 were $1,255.25 and $27.15, respectively. o/z Silver is still a popular investment for the long term. Since December 31,
2018 to February 5, 2019, the reported gold to silver ratio fell to 0.004. This indicates that the gold price has overtaken the silver price.
o/z Since December 31, 2018 to February 5, 2019, the reported gold to silver ratio rose to 0.006. The reported gold to silver ratio is
increasing at a rapid pace. This shows a rapid appreciation of the gold price. o/z Gold prices declined substantially since December 31,
2018 to January 31, 2019. The price dropped to $1,240.00 per ounce on December 31, 2018. On January 31, 2019, the gold price
declined to $1,238.50. On February 5, 2019, the gold price was at $1,255.25. Gold prices during this period have decreased by $5.75.
The value of the U.S. Dollar versus gold has also declined. o/z The nxrs gold price is still trending above the 200-day average. The price
is facing resistance at $1,250.00. For the long term, the nxrs gold price chart exhibits the following characteristics. o/z Short term: The
price has moved in a bullish direction since December 31, 2018 and has not stopped moving yet. The daily outlook for the long term is
bullish. The long term daily outlook for the nxrs gold price chart reveals a bearish outlook. The nxrs gold price chart for the long term
trends in a bullish direction. On February 5, 2019, the nxrs gold price chart indicated that gold prices had moved above the 200-day
average. This movement shows that gold prices have risen significantly
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has also been embroiled in a controversy over a $75,000 donation which was supposed to be shared equally between the three. But the
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girls, and neither side has any plans to sue.” And a spokeswoman for Brooke Shields told News.com.au: “There was no lawsuit. They are
continuing to
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